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Reveille
Kenyon College 1992
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Where We Are All Buckeye Nutz

Renaissance Man And Woman

And Kenyon's Renaissance Oatmeal

Louie!

Ah, The Louiestar, The
Louiemeister. Goin' Fishin'. In
Louie's Spare Time, He Studies
Sociology And Climbs
Mountains.

If Mom Only Knew

Sanity Maintenance Methods

Bryan McAllister demonstrates the before and after effects of Kenyon College (above), while I i?
Kaplan tragically misunderstands the the Final Exam for Basket Weaving 11-12 (below).

All I need are some tasty waves, a cool buzz, and
my daily cornbread, and sanity will prevail.

t^Thdecay; Ukay *
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Standing proudly east of Middle Path,
Pierce Tower (left) is a welcome sight for
Kenyon Students and Faculty alike.
Standing proudly by a modern appliance,
Ed Baldwin (below) towers in his own
majesty. Dressed as a king-of-his-ownjungle, Ed is prepared for a night of
hunting and gathering.

Mindy Wallace and Amanda
Jay (left) cackle maniacally as
Security and Safety ask them
if they have registered their
broomstick. "Boil, boil, double
and triple," they chant, "Find
the warlock without a nipple."
They Crew of Bexley 115
proudly show their innocence
below. (Missing from photo:
Matt Ferrari)

Cookiedough

Wanted:
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Brian S chneider, Mr. Peep, is probably trashing Andy Warn
soft quota as he peacefully sleeps in the library.

Chris Drummond, Brutus, Takes Notes As Ed
Baldwin And Rob Hubbard Point Him In The
Direction Of Eternal Bliss. We Knew That Chris
Should Have Made That Left At Albequerque.

Kenyon students were stylin' and profilin' as they
dressed up in their best dudds to bet big bucks for
prizes BIG and small. (Top) A reluctanct Emily
Morgan was forced out of the limousine which
she tried to hijack to Columbia. (Above right) This
gentleman is holding his prize. (Bottom)
Mmmm, balloons! (Bottom right) Smile pretty.
Both Taylor— Save some for the rest of us!

Glenn and Amanda sporting the naturally light out
look on life.
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I think he fired six shots, or did he fire
five?
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Lords!

Typical Browns' Fans - Out in the Cold

Dorothy and Aged Scarecrow Pose To
gether at the Recent Wizard of Oz Re
union

We're cold and we have trays
Boys it
just don't get any better than this.

Nope, nothing in your eye.
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The Reveille staff photogra
pher catches Satan for a quick
snapshot as he heads down to
Sunset Cottage to discuss how
he views his typecasting in
various literature.
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Malachia!

Ultimate Frisbee
The team encourages any student to give Ultimate Frisbee a try, especially if you have nevei \
before. The members play Ultimate on an intercollegiate level with colleges in the Midwest. Also
team plays everyday at 4 p.m. on Ascension Lawn.

G.R.E.A.T.

LGBSA

The Gambier Repertory Ensembl
tors Theatre Company is a student
self-producing, p r e -professiona
company dedicated to bringing a
of quality theatre to Kenyon, Gan
and the entire Knox County conm
Each year the group will present a
of a variety of four to five productioi
different locations on campus.

H.S.O.
14
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Front: Molly Whartor, Julia Eisinger Back
row: Jon
Jon Schaffer,
Schaf"
row:
Hana Layson, Randi Rock,
Liberty Smith

Kenyon College
Hillel

Kenyon College Hillel is a student-run org
zation whose main purpose is to provide the
ish community with social, educational, cul:
and religious functions. Throughout the
Hillel sponsors holiday celebrations, pizza pa
deli-dinners, and bagel brunches.
President: Julie Cerel, Treasurer: Jen Fishr
Secretary: David Pilgrim, Advisor: Liz K alef

Kenyon Visuals

Front Row: Moss Freedm3n, Jen Lig
Bottom Row: Ema Kanamon,
^
n
Vezza, Sara Peabody, Sara
',
Hill, John Mannion, James GiaJane Miller, Barry Gunderson

Senate
l u t Row:M a r yMerrill,BarryLustig,T a m i Parson,CherylSteele,A l e xM c K e o w nS econ d R o w :C h a d
1 lessoun, John Macionas, David Marcey, Charles Hartman, John Donovan, Wright Ohrstrom, Adele
Davidson.

Student Council
P a r sol l<

Chad Withers, Mary Merrill Kate C

House Managers

Patrick Sheehan, Ned Tobey, Brian Magee,
nifer Wolfe, Joyce Tecson, Amanda Joy, A
Garrett, Vonnie Lynn, Jennifer Gundlach,
Keightley, Andy Stone, Jenny Ross N ot
tured: Hannah Ben-Zvi, Mary Kay C osReida Hogue

A
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First Row: Shax Riegler, Paige Shalterm Caroline Jacoby,
Ashman: Second Row: Matt Laney, Brendan Hurst, Brian
Rebecca Palash, Jessica Becker, Matt Gladue, Pete Horn,
Row: Kate Blanchard, Mary Giallanza, Kelly ^ a 8' a n '
Mills: Not Picture: Dave Hutchinson, Jay Taylor, Ann 1
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Kenyon Christian Fellowship
kenyon Christian Fellowship is a group of students personally committed to Jesus Christ, to
each o ther, and to His work on campus. The Fellowship meets weekly for prayer, sharing, singing,
teaching, discussion, and worship. KCF also sponsors periodic retreats and special events.

Fellowship Of Christian Athletes
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atmosphere.
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The Observer
First Row: Lillian Johnston, Ed Brown
ter Bowden, Marge.

James Prince, Rob Gluck Second Row: David Whiting,!)

Kenyon Cycling
Left to Right: Brad Lapin, Kevin Cummings, Mike Asam, Phil Hebert, Mike Gotthelf Not Pictured:
Rob Herzog.

Common Grounds
deredith Cronan,
wait, Susan Luce
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Sailing Club
l eft to Right: Alex Sweat, Adam Bleifeld, Tad Reynes, Kim Kageman, Katherine Peek, Tin, A

Kenyon Film Society
Spencer Parsons, John Lawson, Alfred Snyder
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Black Student Union
I In- P rimary objective of the Black Student Union is to offer support to black students at Kenyon
( ollegeand to preserve and affirm African-American culture. The BSU is an organized body of black
who eel to raise consciousness within the Kenyon community through formal and informal
events. I
I

The Kokes

Fencing Club

Water Polo
Collegian

krnyon Water Polo C lub, established in 1976, adds to the Kenyon s already outstanding aquatic
••pons tr adition. The season begins in the early fall and lasts approximately until the Thanksgiving
break. The club plays against a variety of Divion I and II schools in the east.

The Fencing Club (left to right): Jan Rus, Matt Koehler, Ernesto Gutierrez,
Kicardo Moreno, Brad Herch, John Erskine, Scott Krell, Spencer Parsons,
Kathenne Terrell, Greg Carter, Jennifer Caldwell.
The Collegian Staff (left to right): Back Row: Neil Penick, Ann Duprey,
Kpvinl/t w""
C
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anus'

Benzie Young, Dave Allan Front Row: Amy
Tamar Gargle, J en Bartlett, Courtney Coughlin, Liz Kaf

c
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Stairwells
sare a vo

Liz Kaplan heads these group of photo takin' ra
cals. Smile pretty.

Pierce Darkroom

Gund Survivors

Martin Black well, David
Hayes, Geoff Wissman, Guy
Tino, Michael Nuzzo, William
Kaericher, Todd Behrent, Ed
Bodine, Liz Edrich, Kate Tomkievicz, Kristina Bakei, Amy
Mayer, Kate Blanchard, Mike
Warner, April Garrett, Joe Rife,
April Beeba, Brenda Walsh,
Dave Ansbacher, John Day,
Jim Carlone, Stacey Myers, Jes
sica Becker, Anne Hobbs, Andy
Warn, Eric Nuermberger, Lisa
Riccio, Natalie Fuehrer, Scott
Jarrett, Heather Howard, Bren
da McElroy, Sharon Stockholm,
Jennifer Bowman, Jenna Blum,
Jeff Dawson, Devin Stauffer,
Marcus Szczecinski, Cara Winikoff, Kevin McManus, Dylan
McKay, Anne Cadigan, Laura
Strong, John Everett, Janet Samorodin, Claire Ryan, Sharon
Flower, Melissa MelBene, Laura
Garrett, Andrea Hopewell,
Charlie Brinley, Bill "8-Ball"
Jonas, Brian Magee, Charlie
Hartman, no show Boog Pow
ell, and honorable mention,
John Steele.

(L-R) Kate Ingrassia, Scott
Newsom, Kelly Prout, Beth
Blankenship. Missing:
Kristen Weaver, Stephanie
Guilbault.
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Member present (L-R) Amy Catlett,
Parker, Alden Senior.

Pre-Law

Rugby
This club brings together students of all sizes to pursue the game of rugby. The club emphasize
friendship, participation in playing the game, and the camaraderie that is cultivated after the gam
(near the ever-present keg). The tradition of tw o games per match allows players of different skill level
the chance to play in games.

The Pealers
Bertram Tunnell, April Beeba, Juan Faba.
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Women's Crew
I he K enyon Crew Club is open to individuals of all abilities. Our purpose is to introduce the sport
i)t row ing to the campus and offer an outlet to those who wish to pursue competition on the inter-coflegiate level.

Men's Crew

John Meredith, Steve Daunis, Katie Keatin

g, Westy Faison, Leo Lopez.

APSO
Front Row: Heidi Geisert, Sid
Ranck, Sarah Lawrence, Megan
Brady, Ivavia Levine, Kathy
Riecks Bottom Row: Jill Bear,
Ann Banta, Shannon Price.

A.S.H.E.S.
A.S.H.E.S.' goal is to spread awareness, spark discussion, and promote change in political
environmental affairs, both locally and globally. A.S.H.E.S. activities have included: building proji
at a local n ursery school, organizing Kenyon's first Earth Week celebration, sponsoring an envir
mental awareness series for children, and inviting environmental speakers to campus.

Women's Network
Rowley B ]en e Fi^Iman arqUhar '

K'e'n' Uberty Smith' Hil lsme n Heat h' Jen Gundlack'

Owl Creek
Journal

p-i

Alclu

cie Droadie,

Eileen Murray Prone: Bill
Dower.
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The Fools
Front Row: James Glasman, James Feuer, Scott McMillin, Becky Feldman Second Row: John i
George Prayias, Beth Kracklauer, Dre Williams, Kelli Moore, Jordan Reed.

Kenyon Civil Liberties Union
Chad Hesson, Glen Parkinson, Mike, Josh Zuckerberg, Mike Hallenbeck, Liz Kaph 11
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Teaching Assistants
This group of individuals helps tutor students in the foreign language department. The teaching
provide a necessary service to the Kenyon community at a reasonable price.

The International
Students

The Owl Creek Singers

The Owl Creek Sin gers Is A Student-Run, A
Capella Voc al Gro up Of Twelve Kenyon
Women. The Group Performed Three Concerts
This Year, And Also Sang At Various College
And Local Events. Th e Group Is W ell Known
or Its Eclec tic, Ever-C hanging Repertoire That
anges From Jazz Thro ugh Country And
Western To Top 40 Hits. The President Of The
ingers, Aman da Clower, D id An Excellent Job
Orchestrating The Group With The Help Of
usica
irector Laura Str ong And Treasurer
Adnenne Conlan. Kenyon Students And Faculty
Look Forw ard To Th e Return Of Amanda And
Adnenne Along With Most Of The Other
singers Next Year.
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Kenyon College Dance Ensemble

The Kenyon College Dance Ensemble Is The
Premiere Performing Outlet For Students Who Are
Interested In Mastering The Art Of Dance.
Membership In Both The Kenyon College
Dramatic Club And The Dance Ensemble Is Not
Restricted T o Dance/Drama Majors. Anyone Can
Come And Play. KCDC Membership Is Earned By
Working On Productions. Our Work Is Not
Restricted To The Theater (Also Known As
Theatre) Facilities Lis ted, And We Hope To

K.SS.™'Ye" And

Peeps
Alpha Delta Phi
Bottom Row (left to right): Karen
Rockett, Sarah Kane, Benjamin
Lessing, David Klagsbrun, Jess
Burt, Amanda McCrory, Emma
Mead: Second Row: Willy DeVane, James Carrott, Gretchen
Quin, Stephanie Bergam: Third
Row: Karl Bush, Greta Wenzinger, Chad Hessoun, Oatmeal
Neimeyer, Eliot Dam, Tamara
Parson, Sarah Young: Top Row:
Rena Conti, Amy Haid, Brian
Schneider, Christopher Myatt,
Molly Benjamin, Thorn Knauer,
Sam Westmoreland, Landa Smith,
Topher Patterson, Abby Chap
man, Beth Schwartz, Jocelyn HeeHee.

Phi Kappa Sigma

Jacob Adler, David Balshaw, Adam Bleifeld, Carter Booth, Russell Browne, David Bukey,
Christopher Calvosa, Colin Carnahan, Christopher Comus, Fred Drogula, William
Eckelman, David Frank, Moss Freedman, James Glassman, Corey Goldsand, James Grit
fith, Phillip Hebert, William Houston, Derrelle Janey, Patrick Jones, William Jordan, John
Lawson, Bryan McAllister, Ryan McCormick, David McMillin, Colin Moorhead, Donald
Muenk, Nathaniel Nonoy, Todd Patterson, Owen Pinkerton, James Prince, Justin Rich
land, Thomas Rockwell, Andrew Schubert, Eric Seed, Thomas Seeker, Brian Sipe, Brian
Sites, Alfred Snyder, Eric Thompson, Adam Tucker, Bertram Tunnell, John Ursu, John
Walker, Ethan Wallison.

Theta Alpha Ka
1st row left to right: Lynn'
Kate Klegg. Patty Brown, W
Guilbeault. 2nd row: Cmd*
Kirsten Olson, Cand'ci: ,
Meredith Martini, Ey«
Kay, Jen Stryker. 3rdHow
Melissa Gantt, Beth
J
Regan, Kate Brauer,M« g
4th row: Tanya Sears,
lissa Del Bene, Anne B.
Winikoff .TayaGrobow,
Not Pictured: Susan EIW.

Top Row (left to right): Guy
Tino, John Erskine, Cliff An
derson, John Traylor: Bottom
Row: Erik Zinser, Joe Kissed
Rob Herzog, Hyun Kim,
Dave Allan, Eli Thomas, Er
nesto Gutierrez, Abid Sayeed,
Alden Senior, Dave Whiting!
Ravi Wijeyeratne, Steve Waterfield, Matt Schwab, Tom
Kelley, Marc Broudy, Mike
Epstein, Scott Baker, Chad
Withers, Mark Handel, JereuPm B u d z i k - Rob "Bobbo"
Wellman, Greg HotsenpillerMissing: Dave Pilgrim, Josh
Gordon, Blake Taylor, Paul
Valenti

Harper, Lilly Johnston ^ ,
Sharon Stockholm,^
Kristin Gasser,
^
Kinne Sally Jaj K'athyC-

KeUi Stenstrom, Tricia Tri

!
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Beta Theta Pi

In Memory Of Tom Gulka

YESTERDAY
Where have you gone since
yesterdayAnd left us lonely here?
Today you seem so far away
Who yesterday was near.
No map of ours, that we may use,
Your journey can we trace;
We only know you've reached your
Home
And seen your Father's face.

Members: Brya n Olson, William
Iraunfelder, Steve Lontchar, Eric
Alexander, Darren Harris, Todd Stewart,
Nick Longman, Brian Dwyer, Brandon '
Willenberg, Herman Holt, Steve
Kubinski, Jay Ta ylor, Rob Sha rrer, Sean
McCabe, Jim Reed, Rich Gonzales,
Raphy Decipe da, Pete r Horn, Kevin
Kropf, Joe St. Julian, John St. Julian
Mike Menges, Kieth Curley, Steve Keh l,
led Brockman, Brya n Barry, Gavin
Pearlman, Andre Willia ms, Dave Soltis
Joe Gucanac Brian Bort z, Adam Bortz,'
Sid Ranck, Tim Barry, Brad Hens ley
Colby Penzo ne, Mike McPharlin, Auriel
Rivera, Dav e Hicks, Devin Sanders, Matt
Harwood Darryl Chajon, Mark
rraunfelder, Mark Fote, Brett
Browncombe Morgan Hudson, Matt
McCusker, Chris Donovan.
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Delta Phi

Psi U's- Four Wheelin' Fun

Front Row Jeremy Button, Andrew Stuebner, Jamie McCarthy, Max Perren, Ken Sherr, Tom Herbst, Jessie Dougherty, Mike Costanzo, Mark Simmons, Middle
Row John Cunningham, Drew Miller, Woody Goldstein, Zack Hudson, Jim Barham, Stuart McGough; Back Row: Steve Daunis, Grant Tennille, Commander
Strvc Collins, Ted Holder, John Platfield, Aaron Kilbourne, Franklin Staley, Wright Ohrstrom, Rob Cardone, Ryan Helft, Jake Fagen, Matt Kang, Rich
Thompson, Gordon Walker, Jamie Rantanen, Alex Sweat.

Together Forever - AKE
IK If HUH ^ I

Members: Michael Adams, James Anderson, Jeffrey Anson, Gregory Barbee, Dale Betterton, Norman Chamoes,
Jack Chaffin , Stephen Cindrich, Andrew Cope, Joshua Danson, James Douglas, Nicholas Einstein, Christopher
I t h, Gregoire Ganter, Graham Hudgings, Peter Igneri, Kevin Jeter, Robert Johnson, Alexander Junge, Alexander
j^n Thomas McCreery Gregory Melville, Gregory Mischler, Burr O'Connor, John Persano, Julian ShepBe,niamin Whit«. Andrew Wilson, Christopher Adams, Bahram Buri
V ' rllCrnlru'n8A OW' f" ,"d
\i)ay C haddah, Andrew Jenkins, Christopher Noonan, Grant Wiggens, Glenn Zimmet.
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Delta Tau Delta

11

•l i s e i
M. Aguilar, M. Angelides
Basler, C. Brinley, E. Brocket!
Camisa, K. Cummins, J. Dono
G. Endress, J. Foster, P. Foster
Hey wood, S. Hill, A. Hoffman
Kline, J. Meredith, M. MoraleMoravec, B. Mulder, P. Mulle
P^'n ea"lj Phillips, J. Port.
Powell, S. Riegler, T. Stambaug
Taylor, G. Thompson, B. Bingr
Bouman, T. Brice, N. Butler
Clossey, R, Cundiff, R Davies
DeSchryver, A. Eaton, T, Frick
enest, D. Goldberg, A. Guill
D R TebScPeter'E' P<^'
D Roush M Snyder, G. Solli.
Tada, D. Walker, S. Wilkinsot

Turgeon,

A.
Davis, W. PowelfT(YTr^"0a^e Pj Cameron' S- Leder, J. Leventon, N. Ivey, M. Blake, C.
'adarola, M. Sullivan
T M r
° Griffen< J Herrick, D. Cronin N. Bergman, S. Corley; Not
dy' T" McC°"nick, A. Finn, R. Gluck, M. Opdahl.

G.Connor' H
F Gu,,tard- 8

7 Lnni

Reveille
The Organization
This year the staff of the Reveille was composed of an unlikely
interactive, conglomerate of the creative and analytic forces found at K
yon. We are a non-profit, under-funded organization which attempt
engender a deep-seated nostalgia in all students, faculty, staff, coworh
_fairv
anrl-narpn. guardian
parents,
god-parents, fairy god-parents,
guardian angels
angels, orpmli
gremlins, .m,..
mate children, etc. All events, situations, and persons contained herei
ficticious. Any similarity to any person, living or dead, or to an eve n
had happened, is purely coincidental. I would however like to than!
agent and especially Rob Hubbard, Lynne Taddeo and Matt Ferrari for
very hard work.
Ed Baldwin, Ed.

I lm Stafford - "The Chuckstar's gonna kill
u1- (Ed N ote:, Chuck Campbell is our Jostens Representative].

Edwin Baldwin - "Chuck, can we really print a picture of a
naked guy?"

Matthew Ferrari - "What is Bryan looking at?"

Bryan McAllister - "Did you see that picture of Justin
Estes?" [Ed. note, see pg. 200]

A

*

lure" C"z " Thank

God

there'.

not much to crop on the pic-

Robert Hubbard - "I demand censorshi

P, just kid-

I yn ne Taddeo - "Ed, I d o not think we can use that picture."

A Day In The Life O f The Reveille Staff Cent.
44

Administration, Staff And
Faculty
Y" '

1I1I

I

Richard L. Switzer,
Registrar

Reed S. Browning, Provost,
Professor of History

Cheryl L. Steele, Associate Dean of
Students

Craig W. Bradley, Dean of S tuck'

ft

Philip H. Jordan, Jr., President; Ad
junct Professor of History

John W. Anderson, Dean of Admissions
46
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> g tnizadons Ct ° r ° f

StUdc'nt

Activities

Thomas R. Davidson, Director
of security and safety and tele
communications

Dr. Tracy W. Schermer, Director of the Health and Counseling Center;
College Physician, and Health center staff.

James L. Olin , Custodian

Counseling Center staff

Charles H. Jacobs, Coordinator of
health, safety, and residence facil
ities
George H. Christman, Jr. and staff,
Assistant Director
of physical educa
tion and athletics,
Corrective therapist
p h ys i c a l a t h l e t i c
trainer.

ndrew W. Foster III, Chaplain of Kenyon

Colle

49

Anthropology And
Sociology

In Appreciation of .

With Dave Suggs

Studio Art
left to right
Jane Miller
Martin Garhart
Barry G underson
Gregory Spade
Kay Willens

(Without Dave Suggs) P. Nick Kardulias, Jo
Smail, Ed Schortman, Rita Kipp, Howard at
McCarthy.

50
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Chemistry

From Cells To Our Faculty

(L -R)

Tom Jegla
Ray Heithaus
Joan Slonczewski
Tom Smith
Dorothy Jegla
Kathryn Van A lstyr
David Marcey
Ryn Edwards
Pat Heithaus
Eleanor Loucks

52

Plopp, Plopp, Fizz, Fizz . . .
(1st row, L-R)
Russell Batt
Owen York
Barbara Reitsma (w/Kimberly)
(2nd row, L-R)
John Lutton
Susan Palmer
Cindy Beggs
Gordon Johnson

Classics

Dance And Drama

Our Dance and Drama department put on a good show for the
camera!
Top L-R : Harlene Marley, Wendy MacLeod, Andrew Reinert
Bottom L-R: Jean Brookman, Margaret Patton, Thomas Turgeon

Bill McCulloh
Cliff Weber
Harrianne Mills
Robert Bennet
Michael Barich

S4

Economics

English

b-R Jennifer C larvoe.Ted Mason, Richard Rambuss, Phil Church, Fred Kluge, Ron Sharp,
S h u t t ; Dp bra Laycock, Judy Smith, Jim Carson, Patsy Vigderman, Bill Klein, David
.ynn, Adelc I)avidson. Not Pictured: Hugh Wilson, Lori Lefkovitz, Kim Mcmullen Karen
Ulwards, Anthony Fothergill, Perry Lentz,

(Top Left t o Bottom Right) Carl Brehm, James Keeler, Richard Tretheway,
Larry Herman.

Religion

The History Department
Front Row (left to right): Robert Hinton,
Itank Lane: Middle Row: Wendy Singer,
Ruth Dunnell, Vivian Conger, Ellen Fur
lough: Back Ro w: Michael Evans, Will Scott,
Jenny Zolman, Peter Rutkoff: Missing: Joan
Cadden, Clifton Crais, Kai S choenhals, Roy
Wortman

S8

(L-R) Members
Present:
Joseph Adler
Vern Schubel
Royal Rhodes
Mary Suydam

Modern Foreign Language

Math

What's in your hand, Mr.
Hecht?

(L-R) Members Present
Robert McCleod
Stephen Slack
Dana Mackenzie
Carol Schumacher
Robert Fesq

(L-R) Jean Blacker
Linda Metzler
John Jursinic
Ed H echt
Eve Mo ore
Jane Cowles
Mort Guiney
Hideo Tomita
Jianhua Bai

61

Music

Members of the faculty:
Joseph Brumbeloe
Camilla Cai
Benjamin Locke
Lorree Ridenbaugh
Micah Rubenstein
Paul Schwartz
Marjorie Stephens
Kenneth Taylor

62

Philosophy

Cyrus Banning
Steven Emmanuel
Eugene Heath
Ronald McLaren
Harry Brod

Physics

The Kenyon College Political Science
Department 43022

MHbhhi

Laura Van Wormer, John Idoine, Timothy Sullivan, Ben
Schumacher, Thomas Greenslade.

Physics Makes The World Go Around
62
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Sports!
The Psychology Department
Front row (left to right): Michael Levine, Jon
Williams, Sarah Murnen: Back row: Allan
Fenigstein, Arthur Leccese, Linda Smolak,
Caroline Coile.

67

Field Hockey

Football
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Members of the Lords 1991 football team are Bryan Barry, Tim Barry, Brian Bortz, T e
Biotkman, Brett Brownscombe, Keith Curley, Raphy Decipeda, James Dewar, Michael Epsteii
Rich Gonzales, Joe Gucanec, Darren Harris, Matt Harwood, Brad Hensley, Herman Holt, Pete
Horn,
Steve Kehl, Jamal
Morn, Morgan Hudson, Steve
Jamal King, Adam Kline, Kevin Kropf, Steve Kubinskijoi
Kubinski,J(
Lamendola.
Nick Longman
\/i n n» 0 c Davin
Pearlman
Lamendola, Nick
Longman, Sean McCabe, Patrick McFadden, Mike Menges,
Gavin Pearlma
o by Penzone, David Pilgrim, Josh Quinn, James Reed, Doug Rowland, Joe St. Julian, John
Julian, Devin Sanders, Jason Searfoss, Rob Sharrer, Dave Soltis, Todd Stewart, Jay Taylor, He
Loach: Jim Meyer, Assistant Coaches: Bill Heiser, Bill Taylor, Mike Palahnuk, Don Thorn.
Peter Murphy.

The 1991 Lords finished the season with and
5 and 5 season, winning three of seven confer
ence games. Standouts for the Lords were Sean
c abe finishing his Kenyon career with 161
catches from his tight end position. Sean was
awarded first team Ail-American honors and
irst team all-conference his senior year. Other
excellent performances were turned in by Adam
ine who was also named to first team NCAC

Members of the Kenyon College Ladies Field Hockey— Wendy Fritzel, Megan O'Connell, Shanyn
Streich Erin Heintzelman, Stacey Smiar, Katy Strzepek, Jennifer Harper, Gwyneth Shaw, Liza

,r n ' M

cy V ?r,P eU ,^ en ' K a t i e B e l l e r ' Margaret, Stevenson, Paige Shatler, Lily Johnston, Kirsten

Olsen Nancy Hill, Ellen Ladner, Suzanne Miller, Jennifer Bigelow, Alise Shuart, Anna Klein
Mary M errill, Kelly Lynn, Jennifer Catino, Rani Woodward, Nina McShane, Head Coach: Sandy

Tbic h v Lad 'A S

Field

Hockey

Team

Achieved An Overall Record Of 1 And it

SMTfss?SSfs
rnacey Smtar With 2 Goals And 3
And l Assist.

Assists- A n d

P •

tS ' And Erm

\ f* A„d a

d 2 Assi sts;
u
,
Heintzelman With 2 Goals

rick M rT | M i k e ^ e n g e S ' T e d Br <*kman, Patr ck McFadden and Darren Harris all received
all-conference honors. Brad Hensley, a fresh
man picked apart defensive secondares as he
broke three NCAC freshman records and was
also g.ven NCAC honors
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Kenyon Ladies Volleyball

Members Of The 1991-92 Ladies Volleyball Team: Trish Vriesendorp
Evans < Meredith C r o n a n ' A s h a Ragin, Becky Reimbold, Jill Ogawa
Meghan Brady, Sarah Lawrence, Kimmie Tulp, Ruth Lavagino, Maria
Kelley, R osanna Jones, Heather Steiner, Jennifer Carter, Head Coach: Lori
Members Of The Lords
1992 Golf Team Are
Jeremy Button, Marshall
Ghapin, Michael
Donovan, David Griffin,
William Harrison, Jason
Leventon, Phillip Musser
Thomas O'Grady,
Archibald Shannon,
Benjamin Williams,' Erik
Zweig, H ead Coach- Mike
I uger.

The Kenyon Golf T eam
Only Competed In Fiv e
Invitationals This Year
And Had A Disapointing
Year. In dividuals Who
Did Stand Out For Th e
Team Were Sophomore
David Griffin Who Hat
An Average Round Of
86.1. Marshall Chapin,
Michael Donovan And
Philip Musser All
Averaged Under 92 For
The Year.

""""

Were T,iim C"fUl"-

Valuable Player Was J,

1991 Kenyon Lords Soccer

Ladies Soccer

Members of the team are: Jamie Arnold, Frank Caetta, Marshall Chapin, George Conner, Andy Cope, Jeff Dawson, M
Donovan, Andrew Guest, William Heywood, Neil Ivey, Ben Jones, Greg Kanzinger, John Kennedy, Adam Klin.
I.edei, Peter Lindgren, Kevin Mills, Zachary Morford, Joshua Morgan, Brian Mulder, Emrah Oral, Chris Parson !
Shannon Brian Skalinder, Geoffrey Thompson, Charles Turgeon, Bahram Burki, Darryl Chajon, Thomas Clossev
Cunningham, Alex Dashe, Dave DeSchryver, Thomas Frick, Michael Gotthelf, Billy Greening, Oliver Hall,/ a:
Hudson,1 Sanford Jaques, Ian King, Thomas Kingston, Kfir Levy, Andrew McAllister, Michael McPharhn, James1
gomery, Julian Murchison, Tom Osmond, Mark Phillips, Clay Posey, Kevin Sullivan, Grant Wiggins, Eric Zw eig
Coach Mike Pilger, Assistant Coaches, Chris Alpaugh and Jeff Faust.

The Lords Soccer team posted an over
all 15-3-1 for the season and finished
ranked number 12 inthe nation for Divi
sion III schools. Michael Donovan and
Kevin Mills were awarded with presti
gious All-American honors. Donovan
lead the team averaging 2.63 goals per
game and if yo u combine him with goal
ie Marshall Chapin who allowed only .63
goals score on him per game, you end up
with a winning combination. Emrah
Oral, Mark Phillips, Jeff Dawson, and
Geoffrey Thompson all contributed to a
fantastic season for the Lords.

m

Members of the Kenyon College 1991 Women's Soccer team are Rachael Baer, Jenna
Cameron, Meredith Winters, Anne Knudsen, Amy Serino, Laura Noah, Maura Con
nolly, Ariana Ocha, Sara Rock, Leslie Seiters, Dawn Starr, Kate Comerford, Jennifer
Keynen, Betsey Trowbridge, Alison Terwedow, Karin Chamberlain, Rebecca Spring
Ann Mane Johnson, Sarah Brewster, Erica Wolff, Jacqui Perna, Head Coach- Paul
Wardlaw.

ot 9 wins, seven losses, and 2 t
In the NCAC, the team em
with a 3-3-2 record. Top scoi
for the Ladies were Kate Con
ford scoring 17 goals for the y.
Maura Connolly in a close sea
with 16 goals, and finally Rebe
bpnng a freshman, scored
goals for the Ladies Soccer te<

Men And Women's Cross
Country
Members of the Lords X-Country are: Mike Asam, William Brown, Mike Costanzo, John
Day, Aaron Derry, David Frank, Charles Huh, Scott Jarrett, Michael Marshall, Shane
McNally, Ryan McNulty, Greg Melville, Scott Sherman, Ian Smith, Eli Thomas, Ned
Tobey, Mark Vacha, Matthew Welch.
The men's team was lead all season by Mark Vacha and Scott Jarrett. These
two athletes were named co-most valuable athletes. Charles Huh was named
most improved runner for the Lords. Scott Sherman, a sophomore, turned in
the best time with a 27:59.4 for the 10,000 meters.

Women And Men's Track And
Field
1W1 Men's Outdoor Track: M . Brow. John

Welch.
Women's O utdoor Track: Stacey Allen, Jennifer Anderson, Kristina Baker Alkilah Clarke, Amy
took, Heather Craig, Andrea Gonzales-Lavin, Kristen Hamley, Julie Hill, Stacy
enyon,
Meesala, N ancy Notes, L.J. Robinson, Vanessa Robinson, Colleen Severance, Liz Soures,
e ey
Wharton, Kelley Wilder, Rani Woodward, Beth Worrall.

Men's Indoor Track: Jason Born, William Brown, John Day, Aaron Derry,
Chris Erb, George Fiason, William Fraunfelder, Mark Handel, Charles Huh,
William Kaericher, Takura Kanda, Steve Kubinski, John Landreth, Leo Lopez,
Mike Marshall, Shane McNally, Ryan McNulty, Greg Melville, David Putz,
Andy Shaw, Ian Smith, Gerald Soltis, David Somerville, Marcus Szczecinski, Eli
Thomas, Edward Tobey, Mark Vacha, Mike Vezza, Matt Welch, John Zolidis.
Women's Indoor Track: Stacey Allen, Jennifer Anderson, Kristina Baker, Katerina Boves, Yimel Chen, Alkilah Clarke, Kate Comerford, Amy Cook, Heather
Craig, Andrea Gonzales-Lavin, Kristen Hamley, Julie Hill, Stacy Kenyon, Vani
Meesala, Nancy Notes, Aimee Presby, Jean Proffitt, L.J. Robinson, Vanessa
Robinson, Beth Roy, Cija Russell, Colleen Severance, Heather Seward, Liz
Soures, Shelley Wharton, Kelley Wilder, Beth Worrall.

ni|

Rproll'T?
'he Women s team: Stacey Allen, Jennifer Anderson, Kristina Baker, 1
e a Go n zal es-Lavin, Aillen Kelley, Stacey Kenyon, Jill K.on
Nanrv M ^ a
'^
y Notes, Aimee Presby, Jean Proffitt, Kelley Wilder, Beth Worrall, Judy Zolm

e r g h o l d a n d K e l 'ey Wilder paced the ladies
t?
G
1
^ r a n ^ed teams in Division III. Kara

to finish the season
natir!!!
finished 21st in t e
is wplf S 3 k • W3 S n a m e c ^ t 0
All-American list for the second straight year
na mec ^ m o s t valuable athlete for the women's team. K.el ey
Dlarprl
m
e
n a t i °r a l s anc ^ w a s e l e c t e d as captain for next year's team,
fine nerfo
tUf ned in by first year student Jennifer Anderson
who was
who was named the team's most improved runner.

Kelley Wilder Was The Standout For All Of
>c I rack And Field Teams. By Qualifying For
I he N ationals In Outdoor Track, Kelley Became
I he Fust Person In Kenyon's History To
Compete In Three National Championships In
>ne Season. Wilder Holds Ten Records In Both
ndoor A nd Outdoor Events And We Are
1 coking Forward To Her Senior Year!

Men s Basketball

Woman's Basketball

Members of the team are: Laura Noah, Ruth Lavagnino, Gwyneth Shaw, Maria Kelley, Ewa
Hufford, Vaughan Carroll, Nicole Dunn, Kirsten Olson, Danielle Bartlett, Stephanie Fryberg, Sarah Pratt, Suzanne Miller, Mary Giallanza; Interim Head Coach, Tina Costello;
Assistant Coaches Maura Horgan, Lori Mazza.
1 he Ladies Basketball team finished the season with an overall 3-19 season. Youth and
inexperience were the elements which lead to a disapointing season as well as the unexpect
ed resignation of the head coach just weeks before the start of the season. Standing out or
the team was senior Nicole Dunn. Nicole lead the team for the third consecutive season in
scoring and was also named to the All-NCAC list of outstanding performers.

Members of the Lords' Basketball team: Kevin Danzinger, Kevin Mills, William Comar, John-Marc
Dcrthoud, Devin O ddo, Jeff Pfriem, Raymond Davis, Mark Simmons, Todd Czartoski, Chris DonoJ T e "? t S S ' A n d r e w M i U e r ' T o m ° a k e s ' N i c k Zumberge, Chris Nicholson, Mark
P , Head C oach, Bill Brown, Assistant Coach, Craig Meese.

Phill nt°H I r

*1 be 1992 Men's Basketball team posted an overall 8-18
season, la cking scoreboard wins, but not effort. Firstyear stud ent Chris Donovan highlighted the team with
t c team leading 11.5 points-per-game average. Chris
a so w as the teams only member to receive all conference
honors. T odd Czartoski and Mark Phillips also were
standouts for the Lords.

••

Women's Swimming And
Diving

Men's Swimming And Diving
Lucky 13th Straight National Championship!

Repeat Champions

1

Aire worth, Jessica Berkowitz, Candy Camacho, Samantha Carey, Jennifer Carter, Leah Cepertey, Anne Doucette, Gwynn Evans, Cynthia Fontana,
Irnni Mralon, Kerry Hockman, Nancy Johnson, Ann Kelley, Koren Kuna, Amy Martin, Stephane Martin, Carrie Nealon, Maggie Pasek, Carolyn
" '
I Robinson, Katharine Rucker, Heide Schaffner, Kristie Stacy, Danice Stone, Kathy Ware, Dana Warn, Tamara Wechsler, and Tasha Willis.

Geoffrey Basler, Brian Binge, Mark Broudy, John Butcher, Neil Butler, John Cave, Brian Dowdall, Andy Eaton, Kevin Fease, Brent Ferguson
I odd Giardinelli, Daniel Goldberg, Zachary Hudson, David Hutchinson, Patrick Kearney, Matt Kinney, John Landreth, Michael Leymi
1 indgren, Pa ul Lowengrub, Paul Meyers, Kris Osbor n, Seth Peter, Josh Phillips, Scott P ickett, Matt Riggs, John Rule, Troy Shumate, Karl
Stark, Andy Weiss, and Shannon Wilkinson.

.r.v
wu.i men eigntn straight NCAC title
and their ninth consecutive Division 111 c hampion
ship. Kenyon's women claimed 750 points at Buffalo
Division Three Champions, the Lords won the
eighth consecutive NCAC title at Oberlin, scoring ;
awe inspiring 976 points, the second-highest ever in t
entire history of the illustrious league. The Lords add
their thirteenth consecutive NCAA at the State Univeri
ty of N ew York at Buffalo, amassing 646 points, also t
second-highest ever.
Senior John Landreth was named the Division Thr
Swimmer of the Year at the Nationals. He, along wi
Patrick Kearney, Brian Dowdall, and Frosh John Ca
produced a Division record in the 400m medley relaIn diving, John Butcher received top honors at t
convention where he was named Diver of the Year lol
Zte'h' c n L m e t e r

dive and took

^cond in the rati

m e t 6 r T n t ' F i n a l | y' D i v i "8 Coa
Fletcher r-1H
w *s named Coach of the Year, his si
ond time
ond time winning this prestigious title.

for a Division record.
First-year Carla Ainsworth was named the Divi
sion s Swimmer of the Year while Ann Kelley was
named Diver of the Year. Carla took six first-place
finishes at the Championships, and Ann won the
one meter event and won a fine third in the three
ICC
meter dive.
The Ladies also had two record smashing relav
teams consisting of Samantha Carey Tasha Willi J
Carolyn Peticolas, and Carla Ainswor'th in the 2 Sm
freestyle; and Willis, Ainsworth Peticolas andT
er Carter in the 400m freestyle.
'

Men's Lacrosse

Members of the Lords 1992 Lacrosse team are: Chip Reigel, Erich Wetzel, Jamie Griffith, Pat
Muller, Elliot Cundiff, Jamie Rantanen, Aaron Kilbourne, Ralph Geer, Doug Scheftner, Jan
McCarthy, Gordie Walker, Mike Costanzo, J.K. Pagan, Tony Camisa, Bill Powell, Rob Cardor
M a n u e l M o r a l e s , J o n M e r e d i t h , D a v e G e n e s t , E r i c B r o c k e t t , M a x P e r r e n , D a v i d B o u m a n ,St>
McGough, Jesse Dougherty, Steve Corley.

1 he Kenyon Lacrosse team finished off the season with an overall record of 4-7 and a 1 4 1
cord in conference play. Aaron Kilbourne lead the Lords in scoring averaging 3.9 poin ts p
game followed closely by Mike Costanzo with a 3.5 point per game average. Mike Costanzo w
the only player on this year's team to receive All-Conference status.
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Women's Lacrosse

Members: Je nnifer Harper, Shanyn Streich, Emily Hopper, Suzy Dale, Cary Loomis, Jill Ogawa,
Rika I rumble, Betsy Throwbridge, Karin Chamberlin, Paige Herren, Margaret Cooper, Anne
Hobbs, Suzanne Sklar, Kelly Raymond, Kerry Hockman, Jenny Purino, Stasia MacLane, Mari Finn,
KateSiddon, Kimmie Tulp, Alise Shuart, Katie Antheil, Patty Latta, Jacqui Perna; Head Coach Sandy
Moore, A ssistant Coach Kiki Chesterton.
Cary Loomis lead the Ladies
to an overall 8-5 record and 74
in conference play. Cary aver
aged 4.2 points per game with
Kelly Raymond close behind
averaging 3.3 points per game.
Cary and Kelly both received
first team All-NCAC status
while Kerry Hockman made
second team All-Conference.
Finally, Stasia MacLane and
Shanyn Streich were awarded
with honorable mention in the
conference for their outstand
ing performances.

1

Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis
National Runners Up

Members: Stacy Bear, Sara Fousekis, Sandy Gonzalez, Brennen Harbin, Britt Harbin, Anne Knudsen, K athryn Lane, Eiley Patterson, Lisa Weisman, Holly Wolf, Katja Zerck; Head Coach Paul
Wardlaw, As sistant Coaches Dave Talbot and B.E. Palmer.

Members of the 1992 Lords Tennis team are: John Foster, Greg Ganter, Bill Jonas, Kc\
Mathur, Josh Morgan, Tyler Rigg, Scott Scherman, Devin Stauffer, Eben Gillette, Ed Petersc
Head Coach Paul Wardlaw, Assistant Coaches, Dave Talbot, B.E. Palmer.
The 1992 Lords Tennis team finished oft '•
season winning the North Coast Athletic on e
ence Championship. Bill "8-Ball the Prop e
nas predicted All-American honors for ' n1
and his partner, Devin Stauffer in the ou
event. Bill also became the first Kenyon e
player to ever advance to the NCAA tourna
for four consecutive years.

Senior Kathryn Lane and junior Katja
Zerck received All-American honors twice at
the NCAA national championships. Kathryn
and Katja were a doubles team and singles
standouts. Never before in Kenyon history
has a player qualified for the nationals in the
singles event, and this year, we made it twice
Congratulations goes out to every member of
e team for a job well done at the nationals.

Baseball

Members: Colin Carnahan, David Roush, Simon McGuire, David Hicks, Dave Goodwills,, K
Bocanegra, Andrew Stuebner, John Persano, Shawn Carty, John Cunningham, Dan Walker, '
Adams, Conan Kisor, Mark Fote, Andrew Miller, Jason Schermer, Brad Ulrich, Jeff Pfriem, e
Brymer; Head Coach Bob Bunnell, Assistant Coach, Dave Diggs.
The Lords nine only posted a 3-22 record and 2-12 in NCAC play. John Cunningham lead the t
in hatting with a .2 78 average while Jeff Pfriem was the standout on the mound with a 2-2 rec
Jeff pitched 27 innings for the Lords, struck out 20, walked 13 and balked once. Jeff receive
Conference honors for his efforts.

(Left) The Allegehny centerfielder demonstrates his inabil
ity to master such simple game
skills as catch.
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In Memory Of Michael C. Stone

Shawn M. Kelly
Let the music set you free. D. Carlos Santana

!

im 3

Shawn's incredibly strong, persevering
character was what made him the great person
he was. As a friend, one couldn't ask for any
thing better than Shawn. He was caring, lov
ing, loyal, and never afraid of saying whatever
was on his mind, even if it wasn't exactly what
you wanted to hear. But being completely
honest is what makes a strong friendship and
those were the only friendships Shawn had those friendships that were genuinely open
and honest. Patrick Kearney

From here forward, I can lean only on You;
For only you can support me.
From here forward, its is only Your lead which I must follov
For only You know the way.
You are the sturdiest of staffs,
So here I lay mine and reach out to You.
And through I am undeserving,
I k now my hand shall come to rest on You,
For the greatest of love and mercy be Yours.
And should you lead me into hardships, I shall embrace the
And should the path You choose cause me to stumble and fal
I s hall rejoice in the struggle,
For Yours in the path to Truth and everlasting life.
And though it is said that You may lead me from my earthly
in a few short days,
And cause me to part from what has given me such love and
romised W'

°nC

Y°U W'"

'ead

Here I leave my staff,
For on You shall I lean;
Your guidance shall I follow;
Lead on, All-Mighty Sheperd!
Michael C. Stone September 24, 1991

me

'nt°

Your kingd<

February 16 is a day that will I
memories of those who loved Mic a
a lifetime. It was on this afternoon
received his Honorary Degrtc r<
College. Chaplain Andrew Foster de
invocation followed by Pre 51 en
Tracy Schermer and finally I ton
glish, Ronald Sharp. Mr. Sharp
t h e audience w i t h these kin wor • - B
you bear are as rare as they are
j
e
dom in all its heartbreaking
j
ness; a ripeness of vision w i
J
you, in the words of one of you
m
to "see into the life of things, a JM
that is irrepressible, often un o .Jjl
times breathtaking, but a Wa
cause it arises from a com ina
:•
sight and a profound love o i - ^ J
most of us have never s ^ en
generosity which throug e . ito f
found its roots in that same^.' a p ( : .
which we honor today.
v e nyon
will be greatly missed Y
who love him.

Shawn was disciplined, hard-nosed, opinionat
ed, pointedly honest with himself and others. He
had a clear vision of what he wanted to achieve his desire was strong and unrelenting. Accom
plishment for Shawn came one step at a time
Shawn projected, for all of us, a strong image of
determination. He was a shoulder of support for
those who needed it. Coach S teen

Co-Designer Of The

70's Aqua-Palace
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Seniors

Edwin J. Baldwin 111
Anthropology
A crystalline row of domi
noes— but not really crystal
line, and sort of domino-like,
but not really! Thank you
mom and dad for everythingyou're the best.

Robert B. Hubbard
Philosophy
"What lies ahead of us and
what lies behind us are small
matters compared to what lies
inside us."
"If you can
walk, you can dance. If you
talk, you can sing."
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Glenn Waiser Parkinson
Elena John Xoinis
History
| Woke up with this marble
head in my hands/ which ex
hausts my elbows and I do
not know where to put it
down./ It was falling into a
dream as I w as coming out of
a dream/ so our life became
one and it will be very hard to
separate again.' George Se-

Seniors

History
"We're going to jump
stumble and eat/ the jt
until we've had our fill.
Michael Franks

feris

Martha Faucette
Lesley Clark Brooks

English
Political Science
I don't offer twice

Do a little dance, / Make a
little love, / Get down to
night. / -K.C. and The Sun
shine Band

Emily J. Morgan

Jennifer Ann Hofstedt

Psychology

English

"Good china, soft grapes and
root beer/ you, with your cap,
with its tag dangling down,/
sitting for two hours— diges
tion you call it—/ this is good
stuff
? —A Night and a
Lunch

Tra-la-la, Tra-la-la, / Tra-lala, tra-la-la, / Rum-tum-tiddle-um-tum. / Tiddle-iddle
tiddle-iddle, / Tiddle-iddle'
tddMddb, / Rum-tum tumtiddle-um. / -Pooh's Exercise
Song

Seniors
Melinda Wallace
Eric Nuermberger

History

Psychology

All I ca n do is urge you to put
friendship ahead of all other
human concerns, for this is
nothing so suited to a man's
nature, nothing that can mean
so much to him, whether in
good times or in bad . . . Cicero

"The man who rows the boat
does not have the time to rock
it."- the back of a sugar Pat^"
et in Jody's Restaurant
1
didn't ask for it or anything;
but you wouldn t have
stopped her either. - J.D.
"This is the end." Jim Morri
son

Amanda Jay
John Day

Psychology
Biology
"1 kn ow the car need washin'.
The roof has a leak, my in
come taxes were due last
week, but it don't matter
'cause I'm going fishin' to
day." Bill Dance ----- Run
forever.

Seniors
Eleanor de Fontaine-Stratton
Jennifer Suzanne Sampson

English

English

"You need never know
again!" / "Love you man, too,
man."

Of visitors- the fairest- / For
occupation- 1 his- / The
spreading wide my narrow
Hands/ To gather Paradise-/
—E. Dickison

David Scott McMillin
English
I know that you believe you
understand what you think I
said, hut I'm not sure you re
alize that what you heard is
not what I m eant./ —Richard
Nixon Mr. Tamborine Man!

Alyssa Karen Zuliani
English, IPHS

Seniors

Jessica Regan
Anne B. Cadigan

History

English

"Love bears all things, be
lieves all things, hopes all
things, endures all things." —
I Corinthians 13:7

"I've dreamt in my life
dreams that have stayed with
me ever after, and changed
my ideas; they've gone
through and through me, like
wine through water, and al
tered the color of my mind.
—Emily Bronte

Kristina Baker
Anthropology
"Strength of mind and char
acter is perhaps best seen in
those men and women who
do essentially solitary deeds,
or who carry out solitary re
sponsibilities . . . T hese miles
give you your strength ..." —
Coach Joe Vigil from Adams
State Cross Country

April Garrett
Religion
What is at the summit of
courage is freedom. The free
dom that comes with the
knowledge that no earthly
power can break you; that an
unbroken spirit is the only
thing you cannot live with
out; that in the end it is the
courage of conviction that
moves things, that makes all
change possible." —Lorraine
Hansberry
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Patricia A. Wilson
Sara B. Pea body

International Studies

Psychology/Studio Art

There was a definite process
by which one made people
into friends, and it involves
talking to them and listening
to them for hours at a time. —
Rebecca West. The truly free
woman is one who knows
how to decline a dinner invi
tation without giving an ex
cuse— Anon. The best mind
altering drug is truth. — Lily
Tomlin

I have a simple philosophy.
Fill what's empty. Empty
what's full. And scratch
where it itches. — Alice Roo
sevelt Longworth

/

Donna L. Davis
Beth L. T aylor
Anthropology
Noi ci ccnosciamo soltanto da
pochi mesi, ma e come se fossero tanti anni. Quando e capito, non si sente solo ... Chi
aspetta sepre, non fa nient'altro. Godiamoci 1'ora presente
e non pensiamo al fulturo. —
Carlo Cassola

English
Life is to be lived. If you have
to support yourself, you had
bloody well better find some
way that is going to be inter
esting. — Katharine Hepburn
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Seniors

Stephen Thomas Hill
Studio Art, Economics
"Often a purple patch or two
is stuck on a serious work to
give it a touch of color.'' —
Arte PnpHra XIV

Anthony L. C amisa
Biology
And yet it does move.
Galileo Galilei

David D. Kim

Seniors

Biology
These are the days of miracle
and wonder/ This is the long
distance call/ The way the
camera follows us in slo-mo/
The way we look to us all.
Paul Simon

Michael A. Vezza
Robert F. Voth

Studio Art
History
No one is without riches who
has friends. — Clarence
Be firm, fly low, stay cool. —
Duke to MacArther, Doonsbury

The stars always make me
laugh. —Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Phil Hebert
John Landreth

Studio Art

Evil reboundeth on the doer.
— Grandma
No quitting, No Mediocrity.
— T. Glavine

"Yes, it's true, I've killed a
man." Thorp
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Michael Shane McNally
Political Science/Philosophy
"Being is" -Parmenldes/
"The best laid schemes o
mice and men Gand aft ayley" -Robert Burns /
"When 1 l eave, I don't know
what I'm hoping to find, And
when 1 leave, 1 don't know
what I'm leaving behind" —

Seniors
Christopher John Cressler
Studio Art

Neil Peart

Mark Holliday Vacha

"Right and wrong we still
struggle with forever, striving
to create and maintain an eth
ical balance; but the shimmer
of summer rain under the
street lamps or the great
flashing glare of artillery
against a night sky- such bru
tal beauty is beyond dispute."
(Anne Rice)

Philosophy/Political Science
"Don't let the smiles and
laughter / Float away on
warm breezes / and dream in
wishes too sure of short /
partings. For this moment has
its place- / hard to be seen
from the heights / that await

Gary Reed Fitzgerald
Sociology/Political Science

trie H. Neilsen, Jr.
Physics

"In the beginning the un
verse was created; this h;
made a lot of people very ur
happy and has been wide!
regarded as a bad move." Douglas Adams / "Never pi
off till tomorrow what yc
can do the day after." —Mai
Twain

The verdict of the world is
final" —St. Augustine /
The most incomprehensible
thing about the universe is
that it is comprehensible" —
Albert Einstein
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Karen J. Torbjornsen
Laura Newell Johnston
Psychology

Seniors

Drama

"I'll meet you on the vast
plains behind the_ gates of
dreams, laughing dancing in
like dreamers
the sand
do " —Radiators

Anne Lawrence Breinig

Sharon L. Flower

Economics

History

You cannot truly love some
one with whom you cannot
laugh.

"Be Careful" —Grandad/
"Hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hooo'
Daffy Duck

Kathryn Sinclair Lane

Anne R. Harris

English

English
worms are the words but
joy's the voice" —e.e. cummings

Seniors

Diana Fuehrer
English

Natalie Fuehrer
Political Science
"For when all is done, this (inquisitiveness), as the highest
and most important faculty of
our minds, deserves the great
est care and attention in culti
vating it; the right improve
ment, and exercise of our
reason, being the highest per
fection that a man can attain
in this life." —John Locke
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William Powell
Political Science

Seniors

Que sans la liberte de blamer,
il n'est point d'eloge flatteur.
—Beaumarchais Wagon
The doga was waggin' his
thing. — Boog '91.

Nick Bergman
French, Political Science
To arouse the dormant pow
ers of the vegetable world. —
James Fenemore Cooper

Hilary Davis
English
To all the girls I've loved be
fore ... — Julio & Willie

Peter Lindgren
Chemistry
To all the women Hilary's
loved before me. —me.

Scott Leder
History
I'd rather laugh with the sin
ners than cry with the saints.
—Billy Joel

ill

John S. Traylor

Seniors

Joseph Lee Rife
Classics and Anthropology
"Ah! that 1 may sing living on
dewdrops, free sustenance
from divine air . . .
limachus/
ex forti dulcedo

-

Economics
"If life seems jolly rotten,
there's something you've for
gotten, and that's to laugh
and smile and dance and
sing." —Monty Python

Richard D. Keightley
Geoffrey W. Wissman

English

Economics
"Those who have long en
joyed such privileges as we
enjoy forget in time that men
have died to win them. —
FDR

James Anthony Carlone
Mathematics
"If there are a hundred steps
in your path to success and
you have not reached it in
ninety-nine of them, do not
conclude that the journey is a
failure. Press on and up—the
prizes are generally at the end
of an effort, not at its begin
ning—and not to go on is to
miss them ..." —George S.
Forest

John Everett

Vladimir: Oh it's not the
worst, I know/
Estragon: What? /
Vladimir: To have thought./
Estragon: Obviously/
Vladimir: But we could have
done without it./ —Samuel
Beckett, "Waiting for Godot"

Clifford B. Anderson
Philosophy
Quand on n'as pas de caractere, il faut bien se donne une
methode." —Albert Camus

Jeff Pfriem
Economics

jay B. T aylor

Winning isn't everything, but
wanting to sure is—Arnold
Palmer / Thanks Mom and
Dad!!!

Psychology
"Changes in latitudes and
changes in attitudes, nothing
remains quite the same For
all of our running and all
the cunning if we couldn t
laugh we would all go in
sane." —Jimmy Buffet Thank
you Mom, Dad, Grandma B.,
Grandma T„ Jeff, and Beth
for all of your support. 1
couldn't have done it without

ot

you.

Jon Alfonso Lamendola

dCCt
Farmed

Brian T. Dwyer

mayor

Political Science
Thank you Mom, Dad, Fam
ily and Kelly for making this
possible.

Political Science
In this game you can't be like
a cabbage- all head and no
butt, (football) — Henry Law
rence, L.A. Raiders— I would
like to thank my parents for
all of their strength, without
them, success at Kenyon
would have been impossible.
Thanks Mom and Dad! —Jon
Lamendola

James Robert Sharrer 11

Herman Holt, Jr. " Pookie'

Political Science

Chemistry

"If you can't dazzle 'em with
your brilliance, baffle 'em
with your bullshit." —PAP/
Waste not want not." —
Dad/ Thanks Mom, Dad, and
Ryan- km outa here!

I guess you need a cert
mentality to play the off
sive line, knowing that you
done well is enough. \
don't need the band to p
everytime you accompl
something. —Anonymc
I ca me here and took a (r
bull by the horns and a ( m
dog with 20/20 vision by
ears!"-— Mom and D,
you re the greatest!
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•Mia

Aaron M. Dorfzaun
History
Greatness comes not when
things go always good for
you, but the greatness comes
and you are really tested
when you take some knocks,
some disappointments, when
sadness comes, because only
if you have been in the deep
est valley can you ever know
how magnificent it is to be on
the highest mountain. —
Dick Nixon

Anthony "Andy" Warn
Political Science
O.D.G.
"Tony!"
That's some nifty!
"If you want to be happy, be.'
—A. Tolstoy
Are you gonna propose? Cu j
if not, stop starin'! —R. Din
ero
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Richard A. Thomson

Seniors

International Studies
The second one is prison
bait/ if the sheriff catches up
with me/ I'll spend my life in
jail — G.D.

Franklin E. W. Staley
Economics
"To do is to be" —Sartre
"To be is to do" —Descartes
"Do be Do be DO" —Sinatra

Grant Tennille
English
Who's on first? The he
with that. I'm stealing home.
—Variations on Abbott an
Costello
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Jonathon L. Mensch

Seniors

Political Science
grow old the 1970 s way:
Deaf, but from a Max Q octaphonic beat, stroked out but
on my own two feet.
Tom
Wolfe

Elizabeth E. Moss
History
"Blonde Ambition"

H. Wyman Eckhardt
English

George David Prayias

"Disco macho! For you, my
new Cookie." —Tom Wolfe
"The unwritten law is no oth
er than that law of nature giv
en originally to Adam, and of
which a certain reminant, or
imperfect illumination, still
dwells in the hearts of all
mankind;. . . tending towards
a renewal of its primitive
brightness." —John Milton

Political Science
"Early in life, I w as visited by
the bluebird of anxiety." —
Woody Allen

Timothy T. Walker
E:\glish
Those who dream by day
cognizant of many thii
which escape those w
dream only by night." -E
Poe "I remember bei
knocked out by their exub
ance, their raw power, th
punctuality." -Rob Reiner

i>n

Christine L. Beardsley
English
"To affect the quality of the
day, that is the highest of
arts." — Thoreau
"1 love to watch how the day,
tired as it is, legs away reluc
tantly, and hates to be called
yesterday so soon.
Na
thaniel Hawthorne

Seniors
Cynthia L. Sorensen
Modern Foreign Languages

Tara Francoise Eagan
English
"When a c hild loves you for a
long, long, long, long time,
not just to play around with,
but really loves you, then you
become real . . . But once you
are real you can't become un
real again. It l asts forever." —
Margery Williams

Ema Kanamori
Studio Art

Amy L. Barker
Music

Jenna Blum
English
Sing, sing a song/ sing out
loud/ sing out strong/ sing of
good things, not bad/ sing or
happy, not sad/ sing, sing a
song/ Make it simple to last
your whole life long/ Don t
worry if it s not good enough
for anyone else to hear/ Just
sing... sing a song. —Sesame
Street Bob

Seniors

Heather Howard
Biology
Two roads diverged in a wood
and I, I t ook the one less trav
elled by, and that has made all
the difference. —Robert Frost

Sharon C. Stochholm
Psychology
Bye neighbor!

Brenda McElroy
Theatre

Jennifer P. Bowman
Psychology
"If your ship doesn't come in,
swim out to it!" —Jonathon
Winters "Until you make
peace with who you are, you'll
never be content with what
you have." —Dorris Mortman

As soon as I find my shoes
I'm gone." —Ferron "Though
the body needs love there is
more than one kind. Just re
member that passion can
fade, but good friendships
seldom die." —Joan Armatrading

William Erling Houston
Brian Sites
Biology
Nothing in the world can take
the place of Persistence. Tal
ent will not; nothing is more
common than unsuccessful
men with talent. Genius will
not; unrewarded genius is al
most a proverb. Education
will not; the world is full of
educated derelicts. Persistence
and determination alone are
omnipotent. —Calvin Coo-

Seniors

History
U.S.A. is the slice of a conti
nent. U.S.A. is a group of
holding companies,. . . U.S.A.
is a set of bigmouthed offi
cials with too many bank ac
counts. U.S.A. is a lot of men
buried in their uniforms in
Arlington cemetary. U.S.A. is
the letters at the end of an
address when you are away
from home. But mostly U.S.A.
is the speech of the people.

lidge

Jacob Adler
Owen J. Pinkerton

Political Science
International Studies
"You did not desert me my
brothers in arms" —Mark
Knopfler "But another voice
within me — call it the heart
— resists and shouts: "No!
No! Never acknowledge the
limitations of man. Smash all
boundaries! Deny whatever
your eyes see. Die every mo
ment, but say: 'Death does
not exist'."
Nikos Kazantzakis

Eric Andrew Seed
Philosophy / IPHS
Magnanimeter Crucem Sustine —Myself
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"Shakespeare will never be
made by the study of Shake
speare." — Ralph Waldo Em
erson
"And now for something
completely different." — Eric
Idle

Kent Ginther

Elizabeth Edrich
John Willard Ursu
English

Seniors

History
If w e couldn't laugh we would
all go insane. —Jimmy Buf-

We do survive every moment,
after all, except the last one.
J o h n Up
dike. Ever since I've
left home I've known exactly
who I am . Ich bin ein Minnesotan. —Garrison Keillor

Charles Huh
Charles A. Hartman

Biology
Religion
"Wherever the heart hestitates, that is its true frontier."

David Ansbacher
Political Science and English
The inexaustible strength of
simplicity" —Heidegger
Its a beautiful day for jump
ing ..." "I p'ably ate it."

Ann Lee Daniels
Anthropology/Sociology
Packing up the Dreams of
God planted/ in the fertile
soil of you/ can't believe the
hopes He's granted/ Means a
chapter of your life is
through/ But we'll keep you
close as always/ It won't even
seem you've gone/ cause our
hearts in big and small ways/
will keep the love that keeps
"S str°n8/ - and friends are
mends forever. —Michael W
Smith

Michael Nuzzo IV
Economics
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Emrah Oral
John A. Donovan III
History/Poli Sci

Economics

Seniors

Monina ... You're spending a
lot of money on this countersuveillance stuff. It's already
12% of our adjusted gross . . .
12% that's no peanuts ... This
is perfect . . . First time I ve
relaxed all year ... I de finitely
have more work than anyone
else in this school . . .

I wa s so lousy at baseball that
when our group was choosing
up sides for a game, I w as al
ways the last kid chosen.
Ronald Reagan
So far as women are con
cerned, this quote applies to
me . . .

J

Michael Angelides
Political Science
"The poet makes himself a
seer by a long, prodigious,
and rational disordering of all
the senses ..." — Rimbaud

Michael G. Aguilar
English
There wasn't no prohibition
then - a man could drink
without the government
blowin' snot in his jug. —
Snakebelly White
ART IS DEAD — Sammy Hagar
SAMMY HAGAR IS DEAD
— Art

Charlie Brinley
English
"If you could be anybody but
me, who would you be? Ex
actly anybody but you."
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Heather Suzanne Ahlburn
Barry Manilow '83
Synoptic- Music, Passion,
Fashion
1 am music, and I write the
songs . . .

Seniors

Psychology

She lost her youth and she
lost her Tony, now she's lost
her mind at the Copa- Copacabana. -Barry We are the
music makers and we are the
dreamers of dreams.
Willy
Wonka

Susan Johnston Elliott
Catherine Anne Keating

English
Psychology
Of course there's destiny. But
destiny doesn't push you
where you don't want to go.
You're the ones who choose.
Destiny's up to you. —Rich
ard Bach. We'll just go on
burning bright, somewhere in
the night. —Barry. Before we
end and then begin, let's
drink a toast to how its been.
—Billy Joel. One dime!

"Those friends thou hast, and
their adoption tried, grapple
them unto their soul with
hopes of steel." —Hamlet
"Music and passion were al
ways the fashion at the Copa.
Don't fall in love." —Barry

Margaret Anne Archaki

Jennifer Marie Powers
Philosophy

English/ MFL
"All the time I thought
there's only me' . . . C razy in
a way that no one else could
be." —Barry Manilow "Matu
rity is a hard price to pay for
growing up."

"The light which puts out our
eyes is darkness to us. Only
that day dawns to which we
are aware. There is more day
to dawn. The sun is but a
morning star." -Thoreau
I here is a time in every
man's education when he ar
rives at the conviction that
envy is ignorance, that imita
tion is suicide." -Emerson
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Mazie Marie Brandt
History

Seniors

"So much time and so little to
jo " —Willy Wonka "Jump,
shout, knock yourself out, the
boogie woogie beat is what
I'm talking about." -Barry M.

Meridith Claire Harper
History
"Follow your bliss and doors
will open where there were no
doors before" —Joseph
Campbell "We started a story
who's end must now wait." —
Barry

Kelli Beth Moore
Modern Foreign Language
"When it's time to change,
you've got to rearrange who
you are into what you wanna
be. Sha na na na na na na na
na. Sha na na na na." —The
Brady 6 "Looks like we made
it." —Barry Manilow

Mary Elizabeth Kracklauer
English

Jennifer Lynn Wolfe
Psychology
"When you part from your
friend, you grieve not; For
that which you love most in
him or her my be clearer in
his or her absence, as the
mountain to the climber is
clearer from the plain." —Kahil Gibran They were young
and they had each other, who
could ask for more? ..." —
Barry Manilow
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"Wisdom was worth nothing
if it could not be used to in
vent a new way of preparing
chick peas. —G.G. Marquez
If you have the heebee-geebees you can dance anyway."
—Manilow

George W. Conner
Stephen J. Corley
Economics

Economics

Seniors

An old man said to me once,
"What sonny? You got a
smoke for an old geezer?"
And I responded, "No, who
do you love?" — George
Thorogood

I am blonde, king of them all.

Benjamin W. Jones
Michael A. Carnighan

English

Chemistry

It's all Greek to Me. - A.J.
Biglan

The king and I, that's what I
always say. Yup!

David B. S tevenson
Jason N. H. Herrick
Biology
Art History

• •

Matthew Wayne Garber

Adam Guy Feldman

Political Science

Political Science
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Marcie Brock
Psychology

Seniors

"Gee, this would make a great
bar story ... too bad we're all
here.

Laura Suzanne Gilkey
Art/English
We are born without eye
sight, we are born without
sin. — David Byrne

Elizabeth A. C heroutes
Sociology
"Why is the alphabet in that
order? - Is it because of the
song?" —Stephen Wright

Jennifer A. Bartlett
English

Liza S uzanne Schott

To me the converging objects
of the universe perpetually
flow, All are written to me,
and I must get what the writ
ing means. —Walt Whitman
Que sera Que sera, whatever
will be will be? —Doris Day

Psychology
So with a nod of thanks to her
friends, she went on with her
walk through the forest,
humming proudly to herself.
— W innie the Pooh
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Kate Watkins Klein
Helen Hillsman Heath
Studio Art

History

Seniors

Natalie Amanda Blake
Laura Elizabeth Mate
Political Science

Studio Art
The imprint of my hands in
the clay reveals the process; it
is the artist's signature. —
From Comps Abstract "and
you told her to stand tall
when you kissed her but
that's not where you were
thinking . .. how could a Nat
alie Wood not get sucked into
a s cene so custom tucked? 'do
you gotta map the next
joint?"' —R.L.J.

Margaret Fiona Farquhar
Heather Garn Peske
Religion
"Then let us pledge a friend
ship without human ties and
meet again at the far end of
the Milky Way." —Li Po

Religion
It knocks on a door of stone.
On the coast, on the sand,
with many hands of water
it has a channel through
which water flows, the rock is
not the same and is the same.
There where the reef was
more rugged, the wave climbs
smoothly over the door of
earth. —Pablo Neruda
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David M. Balshaw
Chemistry

Seniors
Thomas Kyle Seeker
International Studies

Colin Stuart Moorhcad
Anything the mind can con
ceive and perceive, it can
achieve. — Anon.
We can all obtain our goals as
long as we don't lose sight of
them . . . Personally, I've lost
my glasses.

"Peace! The man who desireth
peace is a man who looketh at
his grave!" Genghis Khan I
think humanity's main
downfall had been that they
had just over-civilized them
selves, and as a result, surren
dered themselves to isolation .
.. They forgot how to trust, be
trustworthy, and how to see
beyond the mundane." —
Strom Constantine
I'm a reactionary.

Brian Sipe
Political Science
Look beyond yourself and
recognize the necessity of vir
tue. Continually strive to be
thoughtful, generous, and
true to all men.
Fred Kilday Drogula
Classics
"To refrain from imitation is
the best revenge.' —Marcus
Aurelius
There is no goal which cannot
be accomplished if pursued
with determination and dar
ing ... To my close friends: I
will miss you terribly. To my
enemies: Poof, you're all but a
flower.
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Seniors

James D. Harris
Political Science

Psychology

Seniors

"Thanks Mom and Dad, I
love you!"
"When walking through the
woods, don't look at specific
trees but the whole forest! —
P.J.

"Little eyes are always upon
you" -Larry Kindbom
"Yea. though 1 walk through
the valley of the shadow ot
death, 1 w ill fear no evil. —
Psalms 23

W. A. Fraunfelder, III
Brandon T. Willenberg

History

Psychology

The sun of those dead heroes
has long since set, but their
record is before me still. And,
while the wind whistles un
der the eaves, I op en my book
and read; and lo! in their pres
ence my heart glows with a
borrowed fire. —Wen
T'ien-Hsiang, A.D. 1280

"Many things come and go,
but friends and memories are
forever."

wmmrnmmm

Steve Lontchar

Eric L. Alexander
History

"Brandy ... throw more bran
dy!" —Jack Lemmon
"Mom and Dad — you're the
best. Thanks for everything. 1
love you."

To choose one's victim, to
prepare one's plan minutely,
to shake an implacable ven
geance, and then go to bed
there is nothing sweeter in
the world." —Stalin
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Taya Victoria Grobow
History

Seniors
Traci Anne Hockman
Economics

Jill Aileen Korosec
Psychology

Candice Weinstein
Political Science

Laura Jane Robinson
Biology

The world is such a wheel car
riage, that it might very prop
erly be called the whirl'd. —
Gait
And we are scatterlings of Af
rica / on a journey to the stars
/ far below we leave forever
dreams of what we were —
Savuka

"It has been said that the
chromosomes in mitosis are
like the corpse at a funeral:
they provide the reason for
the proceedings but play no
active part in them."
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Julian Sheppard
English
Dale Betterton
Political Science

Seniors

"It may be reactionary, but
corporal punishment is still
better than nothing." —Dostoevsky

"That knowledge which stops
at what it does not know, is
the highest knowledge.' —
Chuang Tzu
"Knowledge is two-told, and
consists not only in an affir
mation of what is true, but in
the negation of what is false."
—Charles Colton

Alex Kriney
Jack W. Chaffin

Economics

English/Religion
....

. . . God is not only a gentle
man and a sport; he is a Kentuckian too. —William Faulk

:' ;

v

It's all folk music. I a in't nev
er heard a cow sing. —Big Bill
Broonzy

ner

Joshua Zuckerberg
Political Science

Noah Reibel
English

"It may well be that the great
est tragedy of this period of
social transition is not the
glaring nosiness of the socalled bad people, but the
appalling silence of the socalled good people. It may be
that our generation will have
to repent not only for the dia
bolical actions and vitrioloic
words of the children of dark
ness, but also for the crip
pling fears and tragic apathy
of the children of light." —
Dr. Martin Luther King
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Kenzie Young

Karl Slatoff
Economics/English

Psychology

Seniors

And at the window she putte
hir hole, And Absolon, hym
fil no bet ne wers, But with
his mouth he kiste hir naked
ers. —Geoffrey Chaucer

Kris Osborn
William D. Hage

English/Poli Sci
Biology
"Put a glide in your slide, a
dip in your hip, and come on
to the mothership. —G. Clin
ton
"Chance favors the prepared
mind" — "sweet Louie Pas
teur

Douglas D. Mott

Patrick Kearney

Art

English/Psychology

She said she was working for
the ABC news, it was as much
of the alphabet as she knew
how to use. —Elvis Costello
If you follow your bliss you
will always have your bliss,
money or not. —Joseph
Campbell

Andrew Cope
John Persano
Political Science

English

Seniors

All this time
Oh what will I d o now
With all this time —Tiffany

Peter A. Igncri

Gregoire Ganter

Psychology

Political Science

"Perception, in short, cannot
he purchased with either
learned degrees or dollars; it
grows at home as well as
abroad, and he who has a lit
tle may use it to as good ad
vantage as he who has much.
—Aldo Leopold
Thanks Mom and Dad

"If English was good enough
for Jesus Christ, it sure is
good enough for Texas school
children" WHHAAT?!?!?
Merci Maman, Papa, et Alexis
I love you! Thanks Leo and
Joseph

Gregg Barbee
International Studies

Gregory James Melville
English
I a m monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dis
pute. —Henry David Thoreau
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Mimi Morris
Elizabeth Karatz
International Studies

Drama/English

Seniors
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Jennifer Lightsey
Mary Sullivan

I
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Studio Art

International Studies

i

Kristin Hoizer

Bettie Teasley

History/Asian Studies

Political Science
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Johanna E. Kreider
Linda C. Dahl
Music/Religion
"Soon our fortunes will be
made, my darling, and we will
leave this loathsome little
town." —Paul Simon

English

Seniors

"This is the story of how we
begin to remember / This is
the powerful pulsing of love
in the vein / After the dream
of falling and calling your
name out / These are the
roots of rhythm / And the
roots of rhythm remain" —
Paul Simon

Jenny Merlis
English
I'm feelin' okay this mornin
/ And you know, / We're on
the road to paradise / Here we
go, here we go. —Talking
Heads

Elise McMullin
English
Thus far in my life, Curiosity
and the will to try exactly
what I am afraid of have car
ried me through. —Me
Change is the only constant. I
can't wait. —Someone Else

Leigh Strauss
English

Kathryn M. Ware
International Studies

Megan Lynch
Studio Art/ Mod. Languages
Leave it like it is. Never mind
the turpentine. Just leave it
like it is. It's fine. —David
Wilcox

Don't contaminate today by
corrupting it with tomorrow's
troubles. Refuse, yes. Refuse
to allow tomorrow's lagoon of
worries to drain into today's
lake. Today is challenging
enough! And since you will
need fresh energy and new in
sight to handle what tomor
row throws at you, wait until
dawn before taking it on. —
Charles Swindoll
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Karena M. Berghold
Guy Joseph Tino

Religion

English
Waves upon the shore do not
move as much sand as / The
hourglass which measures
time spent apart. / The pas
sage felt fully in the meeting
of our eyes. / Sie or Du? - vve
decide in our reaching out / to
touch one another. —EKR, IB
April I9B9

Ann Kelley
Chemistry

John R. Erskine

I no doubt deserved my ene
mies, but I d on't believe I d e
served my friends. —Walt
Whitman

History
1 am simply American first
and last, and therefore hostile
to any power which wrongs
us. - Theodore Roosevelt
History is often a blur while
you're living it. —Kurt Loder

Frouwkje Gilkey
Religion

Alden Lane Senior
Mathematics
"Into the great wide open, a
rebel without a clue. —Tom
Petty
"Sometimes you're the wind
shield, sometimes you're the
bug." —Dire Straights
"As you wish." —Wesley
a.k.a. the Dread Pirate Rob
erts

Kathryn P. Evans
History
"One true friend in a lifetime
is much; two are many; three
are hardly possible." —Henry
Adams
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Maricelle Pinto Tomas
Modern Languages
Scott A. Jarrett
English

Seniors

II faut cultivar notre jardin —
Voltaire
Kisses from the Tropics

"It's such a shame to just miss
your / funeral by a few days
when all / those nice things
are said about you.' —Garri
son Keillor
Tm sorry, I'm still trying to
make sense of last night. —
William Comar
"Actually I was just thinking
what a great room this would
be to watch the Super Bowl
in." —Greg Melville
Devin A. Stauffer
Political Science

Elizabeth K. Reeder
English/Women's Studies

Kevin S. Mills
Econ/Psychology

"She throws her trembling
body into the air, she lets her
self go, she flies, she goes
completely into her voice, she
vitally defends the "logic" of
her discourse with her body;
her flesh speaks true." —Helene Curtis
"The dance is a poem of
which each movement is a
word." —Martha Graham

•Unbelievable
-Set yourself a goal in life, Be
lieve you can achieve, Be con
fident in your mind, And
achieve what you believe.

Jennifer Davis
English

Jeffrey B. Dawson
Political Science

Haraka, haraka, haraka, haina
baraka. —Swahili proverb
Beneath it is all dark, it is all
spreading, it is unfathomably
deep; but now and again we
rise to the surface and that is
what you see us by. —Virgin
ia Woolf
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Kevin C. McManus
Laura K. Garrett
Economics

Drink with me to days gone
by, to the life that used to be.
/ At the shrine of friendship
never say die; / Let the wine
of friendship never run dry. /
Here's to you and here's to
me —Les Miserables. When
it's time to change you've got
to rearrange / Who you are
into what you're gonna be /
Sha na na na na na na na na,
Sha na na na na —The Brady

English
"He was alone in the door
way, digging the street. Bit
terness, recriminations, ad
vice, morality, sadness —
everything was behind him.
And ahead of him was the
ragged and ecstatic joy of
pure being." —Jack Kerouac

Shax Frederick Riegler
Andrea L. Hopewell
Political Science
"It was the best place to be,
thought Wilbur, this warm
delicious cellar, with the gar
rulous geese, the changing
seasons, the heat of the sun,
the passage of swallows, the
nearness of rats, the sameness
of sheep, the love of spiders,
the smell of manure, and the
glory of everything.'' —E. B.
White

English
You have a mother and YOU
have a mother ... but we ARE
the beautiful people ... it's an
acquired taste and if you can't
figure out why it's worth ac
quiring I can 't tell you . . . are
there any more unattended
wine glasses in this room? ...
WHY is the car still running?
... we need mega-lives . . .
thank you mom and dad

Melissa M. Del Bene
Cara Winikoff
Psychology
I want to visit Memory Lane,
I do n't want to live there. My
sentimentality is selective.
And my nostalgia is bitter
sweet. The bitter part ac
knowledges existential loss,
an understanding that "only
yesterday" was years ago and
never to be seen again. But the
sweet part glories in having
lived, in possessing life by re
membering its sands and tex
tures, and claiming the right
to say, "I was there and that's
the way it was." —L. C. Pogrebin

Economics
Good-by to the life I used to
live, / And the world I use d to
know; / And kiss the hills for
me, just once; / Now I am
ready to go! —Emily Dickin
son
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Amy Lynn Mayer
Stacey Lynn Myers
Biology
I expect to pass through
world but once. Any good
thing, therefore, that 1 can do,
or any kindness that 1 can
show to any fellow creature,
let me do it now. Let me not
defer or neglect it, for I s hall
not pass this way again.
Stephen Gullet

Seniors

Economics
You have brains in your head.
/ You have feet in your shoes.
/ You can steer yourself / any
direction you choose. —Dr.
Seuss

Lisa Melynda Riccio
Kathryn Blanchard
Religion
The words of the wise are like
goads, their collected sayings
like firmly embedded nails given by one Shepherd. Be
warned, my child, of any
thing in addition to them. Of
making many books there is
no end, and much study wear
ies the body. — Ecclesiastes
12:11-12

Spanish/French
"And then I realized that
what I w as missing wasn't to
be found, but to be made." —
Kevin Baean
"For entertainment we have
Gee Williber and the Gee
Willikers . . . Weee got 'em,
weee got 'em! —"Welcome
Home Roxy Carmaechal" "I
can't let my dreams slip out
my back door" —Melissa
Ethridge

Stephen J. Reilly
Jessica Faith Becker
English
"Life in the barn was very
good - night and day, winter
and summer, spring and fall,
dull days and bright days. It
was the best place to be,
thought Wilbur, this warm
delicious cellar with the gar
rulous geese, the changing
seasons, the heat of the sun,
the passage of swallows, the
nearness of rats, the sameness
of sheep, the love of spiders,
the smell of manure, and the
glory of everything." —E.B.
White

English
"I am an acme of things ac
complished, and I an encloser
of things to be." —Walt
Whitman
"Forward ever, backwards
never, prepare for whatever
and always stay clever, in any
endeavor intelligence is bet
ter."
KRS-ONE
"Hey you guys . . . Ow, my
nose!" —Marcia Brady

Karin Andrea Chamberlain
International Studies

Erica Ann Wolff
Biology
"The wise person is slow on
choosing friends; slower in
changing." —fortune cookie
"Theories come and theories
go. The frog remains." —Jean
Rostand

Johanna Holbrook
Art History

Katherine Whitney Harrison
History/Asian Studies

Sara Sullivan Joyce

Jennifer Lynne Reynen
History
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M. Regina Phillips
English

Seniors

Boundaries - You always have
boundaries. Let someone else
choose them, and they're re
strictions. Choose them your
self, and they're principles.
Elizabeth Shreve
History
After all, we make ourselves
according to the idea we have
of our possibilities. —Thoreau
History, lived, not written, is
such a thing not to under
stand always, but to marvel
over.
Priscilla W. Latta
English
I li ke getting into hot water; I
believe it keeps you clean.

Carrie Nealon
Political Science

Deborah L. Polak

-Check ya later
-It was a most amazing busi
ness, and I th ink that it would
have been better in the eyes of
God if they had all attempted
to gouge out each other's eyes
with carving knives. But they
were "good people". —Ford
Madox Ford

Drama
The good life is one inspired
by love and guided by knowl
edge. —Bertrand Russell
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Claire E. Ryan
Sociology

Seniors

GAMB1ER

"To lend each other a hand
when we're falling. Perhaps
that's the only work that mat
ters in the end." —Frederick
Beuchner
"When choosing a pathway,
follow your heart. When
choosing a d eli, follow a New
Yorker!" —Anon
Merrily we
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Todd T. Behrendt
Psychology
Obladee, Obladah, life,
WAH! la la la la, life goes on."
-The BEATLES
"And it is still true, no matter
how old you are - when you
go out into the world, it is
best to hold hands and stick
together." —Robert Fulghum

Cynthia Fontana
Psychology
Only with our best friends
can we get off the stage, stop
the show, quit performing,
and allow ourselves to be seen
as we are. —Sam Keen

Janet Eleanor Samorodin
Biology

"U**
Mary C. Stockton
Psychology
The world's definitions are
one thing and the life one ac
tually lives is quite another.
One cannot allow oneself to
live according to the world's
definitions: one must find a
way, perpetually, to be stron
ger and better than that. —
James Baldwin

Friends may come and friends
may go. My friend, you're
real I know. True self you
have shown. You're alright
with me. Thru thick and thick
to thin. I'll love you till the
end. You know it's true me
friend. You're alright with
me. —Janet Jackson.

Michael S. Hallenbeck
Dance
"I have been to college. I h ave
been to sleep. I have been to
Paradise and that place gave
me the creeps." —Spot 1019

Sara Eichner
Art

Ned Wyss
Political Science
"He began to wrestle with
himself, grabbing hold of
himself at the foot of a flight
of stairs he had never climbed
before. And how he wrestles
now . . . Hope grips him by
the neck, faith bear-hugs his
middle, charity twists against
him with toe holds. He's go
ing to lose. Three against one
isn't fair." —Ken Nordine

Justin Stephen Roberts
Phil, of Religion
I'd li ke to go to India / Live in
a big white house in the forest
/ Drink gin and tonic and
play a grand piano. —Big Star

Giselle L. Pelaez
English
Maybe we can play some pool
after we bury the butler and
kill the monster. —R. Brautigaw

Janis A. Girt
Biology
You see things and say
"Why?" But I dream things
that never were and I say
"Why not?" —George Ber
nard Shaw
Mom, Dad, Nancy, Robert thanks so much for every
thing. I love you all.

Seniors

Jennifer E. S chleich
Mathematics
We are the music makers, and
we are the dreamers of
dreams. —Willy Wonka
There will be praying in
schools as long as there are
math tests. —George Will

Lourdes Tricia Terrado
Biology
The Keebler elves have a mot
to - be especially kind to little
people —Keebler elves
Never, never, never, never
give up. —Winston Churchill
Kristie L. S tacy
Anthropology
Don't mess with my rhythm!
—Eric Abercrombie
Don't betray your dreams!

Amy E. Whitaker
Studio Art/Psych
"I would rather be with the
people of this town than with
the finest people in the
world" —from Roxanne
Thanks Mom and Dad

Elissa Sheffel
Charles A. Yannopoulos

English

Political Science
Oh, never will the prize, /
High reason, and the love of
good and ill, / Be my reward!
things cannot to the will / Be
settled, but they tease us out
of thought. —Keats
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". . . like the edges of an April
sunset - translucent and mys
tifying. You knew it couldn't
last forever, but you'd stand
for hours, hoping for the
chance to experience just a
glimmer of it again." —Gloria
Naylor

Andrea Eckl
English

Andrew G. Shaw
History
"I have told you these things,
so that in me you may have
peace. In this world you will
have trouble. But take heart! I
have overcome the world." —
John 16:33
"This above all, to thine own
self be true, And it must fol
low, as the night the day, /
Thou canst not then be false
to any man." —Hamlet

"What have you got to show
for it?"
"Show? To who? Girl, I got
my mind. And what goes on
in it. Which is to say, 1 got
me." —Toni Morrison

Arti Vera Finn
Poli Sci/English

Michael S. Dow
English
"No, I don't like the work. I
had rather laze about and
think of all the fine things
that can be done. I don't like
work - no man does - but I
like what is in the work - the
chance to find yourself. Your
own reality - for yourself, not
for others - what no other
man can ever know. They can
only see the mere show, and
never can tell what it really
means." —Conrad, Heart of
Darkness

Kate J. Foster
Art/French Area Stud.
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Kendra A. Stamper
English
In a time of drastic change, it
is the learners who inherit the
future. The learned usually
find themselves equipped to
live in a world that no longer
exists. —Eric Hoffer

Luz Virginia Lopez
Psychology
Para los seres mas importantes de mi vida: Estos cuatro
anos son el fruto de sus sacrificios y paciencea. Gracias
papa, mama, y hermano,
espero nunca defraudarlos.

Lori Lynn Brady
International Studies
"A Man Said to the Uni
verse"/
A man said to the universe:/
"Sir, I exist!"/
"However," replied the uni
verse,/
"The fact has not created in
me/
A sense of obligation." —Ste
phen Crane (1899)

April Michelle Beeba

Mary W. Farrell
French and Spanish
Honestly, do I really . . . have
a velcro head? . . . look like a
little chicken? . . . have eyes
like the Terminator? . . .
sound like a fire alarm and
Heather's dog, Cookie? . . .
still have Luz's keeendra!
ringing in my ears? . . . And
Hey, do I really know who
Evelyn's mystery men are??

Psychology
"Where there is faith/
There is a voice calling, keep/
walking/
You're not alone in this
world"—4HIM/
God Bless You!
Jane Wu
Mathematics

Evelyn Ortiz
History
"It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times." —
Charles Dickens
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Heather Lipin

Tracy Spuehler
Religion
"Well, I'm on my way . .

Seniors

International Studies
'Some people come into our
lives and quickly go. / Some
stay for awhile, leave foot
prints on our hearts, / and we
are never the same." Anon
"So, Heather, what's for des
sert?"

Kimberly S. Kanner
English
"1 d on't know where I'm go
ing .. . "

Christie Phillips
English
"Hey I ain t got no money but
honey I'm rich on personal
ity." —Prince

Joanna Martowski
English
"I'm on my way .

Jane A. Lukes
Anthropology

Adrianne Feldman
English
"I'm taking my time but I
don't know where." —Paul
Simon

Happiness is not an absence
of problems, but the ability to
deal with them. —Dad
I'm an Otis Spunkmeyer
cookie: just a little raw in the
middle. —Roxanne Regner

Mark C. Ax
Drama & Studio Art
Watch the wizard./ Behind
the curtain./ —E. Saliers

Seniors

David Adam Cooperman
Psychology
I'm too sexy.

Paul Andrew Hamann
English
"Fill my hour, ye gods, so that
I shall not say, whilst I have
done this, 'Behold, also, an
hour of my life is gone,'—but
rather, 'I have lived an hour.'"
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

Michael Stuart Grrenspon
Political Science

%

"And this above all else: to
thine own self be true and it
must follow as night to day
that thou canst be false to any
person." —Hamlet

William A. Birchenough
English and Math
"Indeed, it often seems to me
that of all the good things in
the world, the only ones hu
manity can claim for itself are
stories and music . . . Thus,
stories are small things in
deed in the scheme of the uni
verse, but it is hard not to love
best what is our own." —
Gene Wolfe

Rachel J. Schwartz
International Studies
"When you wake up in the
morning, Pooh," said Piglet at
last "What's the first thing
you say to yourself?"/
"What's for breakfast? said
Pooh. "What do you say, Pig
let?" "I say, I wonder what s
going to happen exciting to
day?" said Piglet. J' f the
same thing," said Pooh.
A.A. Milne

Katharine Beth Sapadin
Psychology
I don't want to achieve im
mortality through my work
— I want to achieve it by not
dying. —Woody Allen
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Amanda Cotton McCrory
Religion

Seniors

Jennifer Lynn Catino
English

After I g o out this door, I m ay
only exist in the minds of all
my acquaintances. I may be
an orange peel. —Teddy

Rachel Lehmann-Haupt

Elizabeth W. Owen

English

History

P-.A.

f.

Katie Belief '93
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Jennifer A. Harper
History
A friend is a person who
knows all about you but likes
you anyway." Thanks to ev
eryone who stands behind
me, not least, my Mom and
Dad.

Seniors

David Matthew Hayes
English
I a m out of the closet.

Margaret Anne Stevenson

Martin Jonathan Blackwcll

Chemistry

History

And, when the stream /
Which had overflowed the
soul was passed away, / A
consciousness remained that
it had left, ' Deposited upon
the silent shore / Of memory,
images and precious thoughts
/ That shall not die, and can
not be destroyed. —W.
Wordsworth

"I am in the closet."

Michael Stanley Warner

Alise Andrews Shuart
Philosophy

Physics
"In summary, I can only char
acterize the whole work as an
act of desperation" —Max
Planck Mom, Dad, Rick, Kris,
and Kate: Thanks for every
thing. 1 down 3 more to go!

"I am the closet door which
swings both ways.

Edward Farnsworth Bodine

Rosalie Ann Lopresto Jr.

Philosophy

"In this strange season when
we are suspended between re
alization and expectation
we be found honest
may
about the darkness more per
c e p ti ve o f t h e light . Dr. J.
Boozer

"Sending signals to your clos
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Josh Rupright
Anthropology
Steven C. Oreskovic

Love
History
No one expects the Spanish
Inquisition" —Monty Py.
thon

Chris Smith
Biology
Hate

Timothy F. O 'Brien Jr.
Honors P. Science and
Economics
Vou may not he interested in
war, hut war is interested in
you." —Trotsky

Louis Moravec
Sociology
"When I was young, and
reckless too, and I craved the
reckless life ..." —Folk song

Patrick J. McFadden
Classics
Una salus victis nullam sperare salutem. —Virgil, Aeneid,
II, 354

Jeffrey K. Mann

Pat Muller

Psychology

English

Hier steche ich, kann nicht
anders. —Martin Luther

"What is life but a series of
inspired follies?" -Greg LeMond
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Andrea Paz y Mino

Benjamin L. Arnold
Religion
Profit or prophet: Haven't we
made the wrong choice? Like
Moses says, '"Would that all
the LORD'S people were
prophets, [artists and musi
cians], that the LORD had put
the Spirit upon them!"' —
Numbers 12:29
"To me the one who is lucky/
Is [s]he who day by day lives
happy." —Euripides, The
Bacchae
" . . . A f l a m e I a m assuredly."
—Nietzsche

Evangeline E. Lynn
Religion
"My life flows on in endless
song, above earth s lamenta
tion. / I hear the real though
far off sound that hails a new
creation. / Through all the tu
mult and the strife, I hear that
music ringing. / It sounds an
echo in my soul, how can I
keep from singing?" —tradi
tional Quaker Hymn
Be filled with the Spirit;
Speaking to yourself in
psalms and hymns and spiri
tual songs, singing and mak
ing melody in your heart to
the Lord. —Ephesians 5:18-19
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American society makes it
next to impossible for hu
mans to meet in America and
not be conscious of their color
differences ... if racism could
be removed, America could
offer a society where rich and
poor could truly live like hu
man beings." —Malcom X

Katherine Jean Kcuthan
English
I must love the questions /
themselves / as Rilke said /
like locked rooms / full of
treasure / to which my blind
/ and groping key / docs not
yet fit. / and await the an
swers / as unsealed / letters /
mailed with dubious intent /
and written in a very foreign
/ tongue. / and in the hourly
making / of myself / no
thought of time / to force, to
squeeze / the space / I grow
into. —Alice Walker
Sarah Dunstan Pratt
History
All I can do is urge you to put
Friendship ahead of all other
human concerns, lor there is
nothing to suited to a man •»
nature, nothing that can mean
so much to him, whether in
good times or in bad. —Cic
ero

Nicole Patrice Dunn

Stacy L. Bear
Mathematics

Seniors

Geoffrey C. Basler
Biology
Men have a natural propen
sity towards society; they love
to combine and unite as much
as beer " —J. Mayhew/
There is no such thing as a
good loser."—James Steen/
'To affect the quality of the
day, that is the highest of the
arts —Henry David Thoreau

Adrienrie Anne Carr

Eric S. Brockett

History

Biology

"Of all the means to insure
happiness, throughout the
whole of life, by far the most
important is the acquisition
of friends." —Epicurus

When the elephants fight, it
is the ground that suffers." African saying

F. Flagg Taylor IV

Margaret J. Neff
Political Science and English

International Studies

"Remember the forest " / —
Professor Pamela Jensen/
"The essence of education is
the experience of greatness. /
- Allan Bloom

Steven M Kubinski

Jenny Hirt
English
ere it vanishes/
Over the margin/
After it, follow it,/
Follow the Gleam /
—Alfred Lord Tennyson
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Political Science
Gatsby believed in the green
light, the orgastic future that
year by year recedes before
us. It eluded us then, but
that's no matter — tomorrow
we will run faster, stretch our
arms farther... And one fine
morning . . . /
So we beat on. boats against

Danielle Pinedo
English

Seniors

William Stix Jonas
Political Science

If I'm not for myself, who is
for me? / If I am for myself,
what am I? / If not now, then
when? —Hillel

Marta Dapena-Baron

Bryan Alexander Olson

Economics

Poli Sci/Economics

El sueno de la razon produce
monstruos —Francisco Goya

Princess H.R. Hogue 1st

Julia Tosten Flotten
Sociology

English
When I a m an old woman / I
will wear purple with a red
hat which doesn't go, and
doesn't suit me . . . / I w ill sit
down on the pavement when
I'm tired / I will gobble up
samples in shops and press
alarm bells and / pick flowers
in other peoples' gardens and
learn to spit... / But maybe,
should practice a little now . . .

"Brothers [and sisters] need to
bop to being Black and bright
and above board / the black
train of beautiful wisdom that
is bending / this bind toward
a new and knowledgable be
ginning that is / bountiful
and bountiful and beautiful /
While be-bopin to be / better
than the test, brotherman . . ,
better yet, write the exam. —
Haki Madhubuti
Laura E. S trong

Diane E. Rochat
Anthro/Soc.
"Granma said when you come
on / something good, first
thing to do / is to s are• i
with whoever you can / find,
that way, the good spreads /

out where no telling >tw,ll go.
/ Which is right. —The E
cation of Little Tree
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Music/Psych.
"There is always music
amongst the trees, but our
hearts must be very quiet to
hear it." —M. Annionier

Allyson Stuart
English Honors

Seniors

Elizabeth Klein
Political Science

Justin Estes

Amy E. Maid

Religion and English

English
Do you want to hoar a
poem?"/
"Not right now, Lux." "Why
not?"/
"Because we're lying under a
burnt-out truck in a riot."
Lux can't follow this, it s eems
to him the ideal time.
Never mind. "Is my hair still
perfect?" /
"Shut up Lux." —Martin
Miller
Johanna E. Myers

Stephanie J. Posner
Political Science
Psychology Honors

Rena Conti

Alexandra E. Price
International Studies Honors

Philosophy
".. . I pour the red liquid over
the white mound, watching it
glisten and the vapor rising as
Louis beats that solitary in
strument into a beam of liq
uid sound. —Ralph Ellison

Catharine McGavran
Psychology

Katharine A. Tomkievicz
Anthropology

Tory Douglass
English and Religion

Holidays must end as you
know. All is memory taken
home with me: The opera, the
stolen tea, the sand drawings,
the verging sea, all years ago.
Natalie Merchant

Rebecca W alsh
English

Vara M. Khraish
Studio Art and English

Anne Merriman 93
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Baccalaureate And Senior Sing

Commencement

Dean Cheryl L. Steele delivered the Baccalaureate Address,
"Composing a Life."

A student was chosen from
each of the four divisions (it
ademics to read a selected pas
sage. Stephen Reilly represent
ed the Humanities, Tamar !
Gargle spoke for the Fine Aits,
Joseph L. Rife read for the So
cial Sciences, and Heather C.
Howard represented the Natu

k

ral Sciences.

"Glorify Kenyon College A nd
May Our Kenyon Education
Glorify Us; May Our MindRemain On Our Educa^io^
And May The
We
I
Done Here Be Continu«j ^
the Future; May We
Forgotten By Kenyon^Arv
May Kenyon Never ^
Forgotten By us.
qI
From The Hadran: A Pr aye
Study

Glory.

. "Farewell, Old Kenyon, Fare Thee Well
Senior Sing

Well, here we are at the last page already. I c annot possibly sum a year
at Kenyon up into a paragraph nor will I try. Instead, I would like to
present a thank you to everybody! Thank you Jon Anderson for letting
us into this institution. Thank you Dean Steele and Fitzgibbon for not
kicking us out. Thank you President Jordan and the rest of the faculty
for guiding and teaching us. Thank you Scott Siddall for fixing the VAX
every time that it went down this year. Thank you everybody for
something. We have all learned and grew here at Kenyon and indeed, it
has become a permanent part in all of us, but I s tumbled upon a book ti
tled All I Really Need to Know I Learned i n Kindergarten which has a
valuable lesson for us all to learn; "Share everything. Play fair. Don't hit
people. Put things back where you found them. Clean up your own mess.
Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry if you hurt some
body. Wash your hands before you eat. Flush. Warm cookies and cold
milk are good for you. Live a balanced life- learn some and think some
and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work some every
day. Take a nap every afternoon. When you go out into the world, watch
out for traffic, hold hands and stick together." It is a simple philosophy
for a good and a happy life. Yearbooks are supposed to look into the past,
but let us look into the future. Goodbye for now.
Edwin J. Baldwin
Editor in Chief

After a while you learn
The subtle differences
between holding a hand and chaining a soul
And you learn
That love doesn't mean security
And you begin to learn
That kisses aren't contracts
And presents aren't promises
And you begin to accept your defeats
With your head up and your eyes ahea
With the grace of a woman
Mot the grief of a child
,
And you learn to builds all your roads on todaY
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That even sunshine burns if you ask t o ^
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And you learn
That you really can endure
That you really are strong and you do na
And you learn
And you learn
With every goodbye
You learn

Anonymous
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